New sufficient conditions for strong local minimality in multidimensional control problems with state restrictions are presented. The results are obtained by applying duality theory and second order sufficient optimality conditions for optimization problems with functions having a locally Lipschitzian gradient mapping.
Introduction
We consider the following optimal control problem: (P) and the set of all admissible pairs is denoted by Z.
u) rf0 r(t,X(t ),u( t )) dt (C) C R m , m 2 1), subject to the state equation x(t) = g(t,x(t ),u(t)
The aim of our paper is to develope sufficient conditions for a strong local minimum of the problem (P) The result is obtained by applying the duality theory of R. Klötzler [7] as well as by using the strong second order sufficient optimality condition for optimization problems described by C 1 -functions having a locally Lipschitzian gradient mapping [5, 6] . Our main theorem contains the result of V. Zeidan [9] for the special case of one-dimensional problems (m = 1) without state restrictions. The very restrictive assumption in her paper, effecting that the optimal x has to be smooth, is omitted. Our proofs differ essentially from the rather complicated approaches used in [9] . A special result for multidimensional problems comparable with our main theorem was obtained by B. V. Krotov and V. I. Gurman [8] . Some incorrectness in their proofs is omitted here and, moreover, we avoid the very restrictive asssumption that the Hamiltonian to (P) is twice differentiable.
A dual problem to (P) and the generalized maximum principle
In a general sense we call a problem (D) maximize L( s) subject to S€ S a dual problem to (P) if the weak duality relation L(S) Ax, u) (2) holds for all S ES and all admissible pairs (x,u)€ Z. This relation implies that the existence of an element S E S satisfying the strong duality relation L( S) = J( x, u) is a sufficient optimality condition for a given admissible pair (x, u) of (P).
Using the Hamiltonian H of (P) given by
a dual problem to (P) can be defined in the following way (see [11): 
J=1 tC)j -Proof: For arbitrary elements (x,u) € Z and SE S we can deduce using (3) and (4) with y( t) = grad S(t , x( t )) and Gauss' Theorem that
{i(t,x(t),grads(t,x(t))) +divS(t,x(t))}dt
The conditions (M), (M) and (B) effect that especially the equality J(x , u ) = L(S ) holds for (x,u)€ Z and S€S. Thus (x,u)is a global minimizer of (P) U Generally, it is a very hard problem to find an element S E S satisfying the generalized maximum principle for an (x,u)€ Z. Nevertheless it was done for some interesting geometrical problems, see [1, 2] . For this reason it is also helpful to give sufficient criterions for a strong local minimum of M.
Definition 1: An admissible pair (x , u ) is a strong local minimum for (P) if there exists an s > 0 such that (x,u) minimizes J(x,u)over all admissible pairs (x,u) € Z with lix -x ll C o,n < t.
In a similar way as in Assertion I we can develop conditions for local optimality of a pair (x,u)€ Z.
Assertion 2: A pair (x, u) E Z is a strong local minimizer of (P) if there exists an e >0 and an S € S satisfying the conditions (M), (Hi) and (B), where S is the set of all functions satisfying the following conditions:
i.
There exists a decomposition of C) (depending on S) into a finite number of demains 0) with piecewise smooth boundary such that

S f C 1 "(X/ ) , X i = ((t,) € XiI
where K E (x(t)) ( € R"I II -x(t )It < } and 11 ll is the Euclidean norm.
2,. S fulfils the Hamilton -Jacobi inequality dive S( t,) + H(t,,grad S( t,))
Proof: The proof follows immediately from the fact that (x,u)€ Z is a strong local minimizer of (P) if and only if there is an s > 0 such that (x.u) is a global minimizer of ( P r ). Here () and the dual problem (D i ) are defined in the same way as (P) and (D), respectively, where only G( t) in (1)2 is replaced by G( t ) n K(x( t)) U
An auxiliary result on strongly stable local maximizers of parametric optimization problems
In this section we study a general parametric optimization problem of the type
where C) is compact. Throughout this section let x be a given continuous vector function with x(t )e G(t ), r e 0. In what follows we develop sufficient conditions for the existence of a positive E (independent on t £ 0) such that 4(t,x(t))a4(t,) for all t€Q and eG(t)n Kr ( x(t ) )
holds. This relation means not only that x ( t ) is a local maximizer of P(t) for all t e 0, but also the existence of a uniform (with respect to the compact set 0) positive radius s such that x( t ) is even a global maximizer with respect to the restricted feasible set G( t ) n K( x( t)). Our considerations are motivated by the fact that for the special choice of the objective function in (5),
relation (6) is obviously a consequence of the assumption (Hi) for an S E S r in Assertion 2.
Moreover, the aspired result will be used in the next section to form sufficient conditions for the assumption that an S € S satifies (Hi) in Assertion 2 and hence for the strong local minimality of an (x, u) to (P).This will be exactly our main result. For the case of C 2 -functions in (5) the announced sufficient conditions for (6) are just the well -known strong second order sufficient conditions for local optimality. However, since the Hamiltonian His defined in (3) as an optimal value function of a parametric optimization problem it is generally not realistic to suppose that H in (7) belongs to C 2 even if all functions appearing in (P) are in C 2 or even analytic. Under certain conditions it is pertinent to assume that H belongs locally to the subclass C' , 'of those C 1 -functions for which the gradient mapping is locally Lipschitzian. More exactly, we assume that for a given s > 0 and i = 0.... . 1 the following assumptions are satisfied:
fL,) and grad f,) are Continuous on Y t(t,)I t 0, € K(x( t ))}.
grad l( t,' ) is locally Lipschitzian on K(x( r)) for each t E0. (t,)-* a(gradf(t,)) is closed and locally bounded on V.
Recall that each function fsatisfying (8) - (8) 4 is almost everywhere twice differentiable with respect to in a neighbourhood of x( t ). In the following we will use the generalized Hessian in the sense of J. B. Hiriart -Urruty el al [4] :
where Eh( t ) is the set of all for which h( t,) is twice continuously differentiable with the Hessian d 2 h( t ,) and con y denotes the convex hull. Further on we assume that for each t € 0 the point x(t ) satisfies the Linear Independent Constraint Qualification If x( t) satisfies (6), then x( t) is a local maximizer of (P(t)). Hence, (LICQ) has the consequence that for each t € 0 there is a unique multiplier X( t ) E R 1 such that (x( t ),
is a stationary point of Wt i.e. 
grad (t,x(t))+),(t)adiYt,x(t))0,
(9) X . ( t )f( t,x( t )) = 0 , X( t ) so
Wit) = {h € R 1 1 hgradfj (t,x(t)) 0, i E lit))
we can formulate the following sufficient optimality condition (S) for (6) which is just a natural generalization of the well -known strong second order sufficient optimality condition for the C 2 -case to the C' one:
x(t )) + X,(t )af(t,x(t )) is negative definite on Wlt),i.e.for each vector h(t)€Wit)\{0} the inequality h T(t)M(t)h(t) < Oholds.
Now we can show the following
Assertion 3:
Assume that the function f in (5) and the functions ft ,..., f1 in the state restriction (1)2 belong to the class described in (8) - (8) Proof: According to (5) for each t c 0 there exists a maximal value t( t) > 0 (possible E(t) = -co) with
f0 (t,x(t)) > f0 (t,) for each€ G(t)rK(t)(x(t)),sx(t).
Let be i inf{€(t )IrE 0). Then there is a sequence {tk). tk -t with E(tk) _-9. t. We denote = x( t). According to [5, Theorem 11 for some real number r > 0 and each p € [0, n], there exists a real (p) > 0 such that for t E V( i ) the set U() contains a local maximizer ( t ) of P(t) which is the only stationary point of (P(t)) in Li Vr( ) and is continuous in t. Because of the uniqueness of the stationary point i( t ) in Li and the continuity of the number r can be chosen in such way that 0 < n -. s( t ) and
Following the line in the proof of Theorem I in [5] let us now consider the following auxiliary problem
(t) Maximize f0 (t,) subject toE V G(t), t € V, which possesses for all t € v at least one global maximizer. On the other hand let be G( sup {10 (t, Uri G(t)) (-co if 6U n G('t ) (I). Note that €1' is upper semicontinuous in F. To show this let us consider any sequence ttk) with t k -F. For any k either aU r G(tk) = 0 and hence 'D(t k ) = -coor there is an element kk € àUn G(tk),If t1(t k )> -co only for a finite number of k, then limk...E, D(rk) -co :5 1(i). In the other case we have an infinite number of elements k k as above and each accumulation point of this sequence belongs to ÔU n G(t ) from which again G(t) a lim k .co !O( t k,k) = lim k .,., D(tk) follows. The relation n < c(t) implies f0 (t,x(t)) > G( ).Thus, because of the continuity of f and x and the upper semicontinuity of <I), there is a neighbourhood V C V of t with f0 (t,x(t)) > cD(t)for t € V. Therefore any global maximizer i(t) of NO for t € V' can -
not be situated on the boundary of Uand hence £'(t )is even a local maximizer of P(t).
Property b) now implies that 2( t) is also a stationary solution of P(t). Thus because of the uniqueness of the stationary solution x ( t ) in U, we conclude ( t ) x( t ) for t E V. i.e. f0 (t,x(t)) > f(t,) for each t € V and € U n G(t), E * x(t). (10)
If we now suppose that = 0, then (because of the maximality of £(tk)) there is a se-
quence {k}' E G(t), such that Ek and fO ( t k, x ( t k)) > fo(t) for all k what
is a contradiction to (10), hence i > 0 I Remark 1: Our assumptions in Assertion 3 guarantee even the strict inequality in (6) for = x( t ).
Remark 2:
In Assertion 3 the condition (LICQ) can be replaced by the weaker Mangasarian-Fromovitz Constraint Qualification (MFCQ) which means that there is a z(t )€
R" such that grad f,( r, x(t )) T z(t) < 0 for all 1€ 10(t ). Then the multipliers X( t ) are not
necessary unique and the sets lit) and Wit) are to be replaced by the sets! it) = (i € ( 1 .... . 1)1 X,( t ) > 0 } and 1.V( A( t )) {h € R 'I hgrad 1( t. x( t )) 0 , I € 1 iX(t )) }. rerespectively. Condition (S) must be fulfilled for each multiplier X 1 ( ti.
Statement of the sufficiency theorem
To prove the announced theorem we use the following assumptions (a) -(c) to (P).
(a) Let be given an admissible pair (x, u) to (P) and let x indicate a decomposition of 0 in domains 0' with piecewise smooth boundary, where x E C'"(i5) (j = I.....v)
Moreover, with the quadratic statement of S in the dual problem,
S a( t, ) aa(t ) * pa(t )( -x(t )) -x(t)Y Qa(f)( -x(t )),
M ' "(0), where M " "( 6 . ) is the set of all symmetric n x -matrix functions with be fulfilled with respect to G( t) and 0 instead of 6.
Than we can finally show the sufficient locally optimality condition for (P).
Theorem: Let ( x, u) be an admissible pair to (P) satisfying the assumptions (a) -(c).
Let be chosen ?,(t) (i = I.... . 1) in such way that forj 1,...,v the conditions
x,
H(r,x(t),p(t))h(t,x(t),u(t),p(t))OflO (15) are fulfilled and each M( t),
In [Qu(r)+a2H(tx(t)p(t a1 • H( t, x( t ). p( t ))Q(t ) + Q( t )a,,H( t, x( t ), p( f ))
• Q a ( r ) a ,ayp H(t,x(t),p(t)) Q (t)l +
is negative definite on %t' ( r ). 
f.( t ' = ai{a t)+ (t) -x(t)) -pa(t)X (r) + t/( -x(t))Q,a(t)( -x(t )) -( -k(t ))TQa(t)X€ (t)} + H(t,,p(t) + -x(t)))
.
CX
Hence by the special form of aa it follows
+ H(t,,p(t) + Q(t)( -x(t))) -H(t,x(t),p(t)).
Obviously, S fulfils the Hamilton-Jacobi inequality on X-' if x maximizes f0 (t, )on X/ for some e > 0. Moreover, this is so if the inequality f( t, ) :^ !( t, x( t )) holds for € G( t)
', K(x( t )), t E QJ We want to use Assertion 3. Therefore we have to ensure that for 0 J the functions .t and f,.., f, belong to the class defined in (8) - (8) We now choose p in such way that x( t) is a stationary point of the problem P(t) maximize f0 (t,)subject to € G(t), t E 0' (j = 1.....v). 
f0(t,)c [Q'(t)+aH(t,X(t),P(t)) aiL a + H(t,x(t ),p(t ))Qa(t ) + a y cs Q U (t )H(r,x(t ),p(t ))
Qa(t)à2H(t,X(t),p(t))Q13(t)]
holds. If we denote the set on the right-hand side of (18) by N(t ) and if for each ding to (18) for each M( t ) with it follows hvM(t )h <0 on W(t)\{O}. By assumption, the inclusion (16) is true, condition (S) before Assertion 3 is fulfilled. Taking assumption (c) into account, As 3 can be applied to our situation, which completes the proof I
